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Agenda

Welcome and Overview (5 min)

Activity: What does belonging look like? (15 min)

Sharing: How do you currently address belonging? (15 min)

Presentation: Current landscape of belonging (15 min)

Briefing/Discussion: How about analytics for belonging? (30 min)

Discussion: Next steps? (10 min)



Welcome and 
Introductions



Objectives of this session

• To open a conversation on student belonging and the possibility of 
analytics approaches to this important issue

• To build networks in this area for further conversations and collaborations



Learning Analytics 
for “belonging” 

— really?

Pick a card, any card...



Visual Explorer *

We can and should use Learning Analytics to track, measure  
– or in some other way – help build student “belonging”.

• Take a minute to browse the cards on your table

• Choose 1 card in response to this proposal – it ‘speaks to you’ in some way

• Now take it in turns in your group:
1. What’s going on in your picture? (don’t get symbolic or metaphorical yet!)
2. Now explain why you chose it (symbolism + metaphor!)
3. Group members are invited to comment
4. (Move to next person)

* Palus, C.J., & Drath, W.H. (2001). Putting something in the middle: An approach to dialogue. Reflections, 3(2), 28-39. 
https://www.solonline.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/08/sol_reflections_3.2.pdf

https://www.solonline.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/08/sol_reflections_3.2.pdf


Belonging is

MULTIFACETED

and 

COMPLEX

Photo by Daniele Levis Pelusi on Unsplash

https://unsplash.com/@yogidan2012?utm_source=unsplash&utm_medium=referral&utm_content=creditCopyText
https://unsplash.com/s/photos/diamond?utm_source=unsplash&utm_medium=referral&utm_content=creditCopyText


Coming to terms with belonging

• Connectedness?

• Engagement?

• Retention?

• Goodenow & Grady (1993): "Feelings of being accepted, valued, 
included, and encouraged by others in the classroom"

• Hoffman (2002): "the degree to which an individual perceives support and 
dependencies from others within a defined social context and practice"

Goodenow, C., & Grady, K. E. (1993). The Relationship of School Belonging and Friends' Values to Academic 
Motivation Among Urban Adolescent Students. The Journal of Experimental Education, 62(1), 60-71. 
https://doi.org/10.1080/00220973.1993.9943831

https://doi.org/10.1080/00220973.1993.9943831


Multiple levels of belonging

Classroom
/ subject

Major / Discipline

Institution / Campus

Wilson, D., Jones, D., Bocell, F., Crawford, J., Kim, M. J., Veilleux, N., Floyd-Smith, T., Bates, R., & Plett, M. (2015). Belonging and 
Academic Engagement Among Undergraduate STEM Students: A Multi-institutional Study. Research in Higher Education, 56(7), 750-776. 
https://doi.org/10.1007/s11162-015-9367-x

https://doi.org/10.1007/s11162-015-9367-x


Different domains of belonging

• Ahn & Davis (2020): how students characterised their sense of belonging 

Ahn, M. Y., & Davis, H. H. (2020). Four domains of students’ sense of belonging to university. Studies in Higher Education, 
45(3), 622-634. https://doi.org/10.1080/03075079.2018.1564902

https://doi.org/10.1080/03075079.2018.1564902


Belonging in flux: 3 types x 3 levels

• Kahu et al. (2022): Understanding how students' sense of belonging 
changes over the first year

• 3 types:
Familiarity – people, practices, places
Interpersonal belonging – students' connections with people
Academic belonging – students' connection and fit with discipline and courses

• 3 levels:
University
Discipline
Classroom

Kahu, E. R., Ashley, N., & Picton, C. (2022). Exploring the complexity of first-year student belonging in higher education: 
Familiarity, interpersonal, and academic belonging [Other Journal Article]. Student Success, 13(2), 10-20. 
https://search.informit.org/doi/10.3316/informit.544244789917082

https://search.informit.org/doi/10.3316/informit.544244789917082


How do you currently 
address belonging?
Aims, practices, challenges



Activity instructions

• In pairs, take 5 minutes to share about your own practices around 
belonging

• Some scaffolding questions:
What is the belonging challenge you are trying to address?
Which level of belonging are you targeting?
What strategies have you tried?
What were the outcomes?
What are the challenges?



Current landscape of 
belonging
A brief presentation on some novel ways of 
addressing belonging



Belonging Strategy @ RMIT

• Set in 2017 as an institutional Focus Area over 3 years

• Commenced as a longitudinal Belonging Project from 2011-2015

• 5 drivers of belonging were identified:
Learning experiences
Social networks
Physical / digital spaces
Extra-curricular activities
Student services



Belonging Strategy @ RMIT

• Belonging is measured according to a B-Score model

• Data used for B-Score – RMIT Net Promotor Score (NPS), QILT SES, RMIT 
SES, and International Student Barometer (ISB) surveys

• Aim: Development of a data-driven predictive tool to address attrition at 
an individual student level

• Method: Measuring how RMIT is performing in the five areas that drive 
student belonging, by mapping survey data to the different drivers of 
belonging

• Belonging interventions have been developed based on the institution's B-
Scores



Belonging Strategy @ RMIT

• Through the analysis, priority cohorts have been identified based on lower 
scores
Indigenous
International onshore
Low-SES

• However- noted limitations of the model
Uneven response rates across the surveys
Different rating scale for Extra-curricular survey, compared to other surveys



Belonging Strategy @ RMIT

• For further reading
Wilson, Murray, & Clarke (2018). A grassroots, practical response to student 
belonging through learning and teaching experiences. Presented at the 4 th

International Conference on Higher Education Advances (HEAd'18), Universitat
Politecnica de Valencia, Valencia,2018.  
http://dx.doi.org /10.4995/HEAd18.2018.8091

https://sites.rmit.edu.au/belonginginthecurriculum/

http://dx.doi.org/10.4995/HEAd18.2018.8091
https://sites.rmit.edu.au/belonginginthecurriculum/


Belonging survey @ Georgetown U.

• Small elite university in the heart of Washington DC

• “Micro-narratives” gathered from 86 1st Gen undergrads: stories of 
their personal experiences around belonging/alienation

• Summary: http://thehub.georgetown.domains /realhub /experience /student-sense-of-
belonging-at-georgetown-f irst-generation-undergraduate-student-experiences /

• Report: http://thehub.georgetown.domains /realhub /the-belonging-study/

http://thehub.georgetown.domains/realhub/experience/student-sense-of-belonging-at-georgetown-first-generation-undergraduate-student-experiences/
http://thehub.georgetown.domains/realhub/the-belonging-study/


Belonging survey 
@ Georgetown U.



Belonging survey 
@ Georgetown U.



Belonging survey 
@ Georgetown U.



Belonging survey 
@ Georgetown U.



Belonging @ UTS

(2018) Beginning with Belonging: Supporting students in the first 
classes in first year

Andy Leigh & Alex Thomson (Science), Jan McLean (IML)

• FFYE funded project in the Faculty of Science

• Focused on the micro-practices that supported student belonging

• Resources and blogs produced for teaching staff

'Build a sense of belonging and help students feel at home in your subject'

https://lx.uts.edu.au/blog/2019/02/07/build-sense-belonging-help-students-feel-home-subject/


Belonging @ UTS

(2020) Belonging in Business

Simone Faulkner & James Wakefield (Business), Tyler Key (TD School), Alisa 
Percy & Kathy Egea (IML)

• Student survey and co-design workshop in the Faculty of Business

• Focused on the micro-practices that supported student belonging

• Infographic produced for teaching staff



Belonging @ UTS

What could be done to help you feel a sense of belonging in your 
subjects?

Social engagement Relationship-focussed activity - Small group learning - Interaction

Academic engagement Tutor engagement - Facil itation - Explanations - Support

Quality of delivery Face to face classes - Live interactive lectures - Improving online classes

* The survey themes then taken into the co-design workshop with students to seek their ref lections on their 
data, how it resonates with their own experiences, and what practices they feel make a dif ference to their 
sense of belonging.



Belonging @ UTS

Analysis of co-design workshop
Belonging is feeling …..

CAPABLE - feeling a sense of achievement and growth that aligns with those around you

WARMTH - from the people you engage with, and from the learning environment

CONNECTED - to people with shared ethics, values and goals, having people to reach out to

CONFIDENT - to share your thoughts, to voice opinions and ideas without feeling judged

VALUED - l ike you have been heard, and your contributions recognised and respected



I feel like I belong when I feel like I am valued and appreciated, so when
my presence isn’t just a student in a classroom, but someone who has ideas
and perspectives. I also think I belong when people are warm. I think
sometimes at uni, people are a bit cold, and they don’t want to make
friends, and I can feel dehumanised, so when there’s a warmth there, I
also feel I belong.

(UTS Business student, 2021)

Belonging @ UTS



Belonging @ UTS

Source: Building belonging in 2022

UTS Resource and blog collection on 
belonging: https://lx.uts.edu.au/blog/tag/belonging/

https://lx.uts.edu.au/blog/2021/11/11/building-belonging-in-2022/


Belonging @ 
UTS



What about analytics for 
belonging?
Some approaches, and discussion...



In search of belonging: 
A number of LA strategies are emerging

Student self-report

Experience sampling methods and platforms

Social Network Analytics

Narrative Analytics

Scaleable personalised communications

Modelling belonging formally

Others?...



In search of belonging: 
Student self-report (1) - PSSM

• Psychological Sense of School Membership, PSSM (Goodenow, 1993)
18 items, 5-point likert scale
Comprises 3 subscales: general sense of belonging, teacher support, peer 
acceptance
Very widely cited instrument
Adapted for University / HE settings (e.g., Freeman et al., 2007; Pittman & 
Richmond, 2008; Zumbrunn et al 2014)
Has been used to measure belonging at 2 levels: class & institution (e.g., 
Freeman et al., 2007; Zumbrunn et al 2014)



PSSM Example items

• I feel like a real part of [school].

• People notice when I'm good at something.

• It's hard for people like me to be accepted here. (Rev)

• Most teachers at this school are interested in me.

• People at this school are friendly toward me.

• I am treated with as much respect as other students.

• I feel proud of belonging to [school].



In search of belonging: 
Student self-report (2) 
- PISA belonging index

• PISA's sense of belonging index (cited in Pedler et al., 2022)

• 6 items, 5-point likert scale

• Not widely used in higher education but is “an established, internationally 
implemented index used to measure a sense of belonging” (Pedler et al., 
2022)

Pedler, M. L., Willis, R., & Nieuwoudt, J. E. (2022). A sense of belonging at university: Student retention, motivation and enjoyment. 
Journal of Further and Higher Education, 46(3), 397-408. https://doi.org/10.1080/0309877X.2021.1955844

https://doi.org/10.1080/0309877X.2021.1955844


PISA belonging index items 
(adapted for HE)

• I feel lonely at University.

• I feel like an outsider (or left out of things) at university.

• I feel out of place at university.

• I feel like I belong at university.

• I make friends easily at university.

• Other students seem to like me.

(Pedler et al., 2022)



In search of belonging: 
Experience Sampling Surveys (ESS)

• Murphy et al. (2020) describe how they disseminated daily ESS to assess 
students' belonging over 9 days following an intervention

• The ESS comprised 10 items measuring students' perceived social and 
academic fit

• Example items:
I feel comfortable at [school name].
I belong to [school name].
Students at [school name] are a lot like me

Murphy, M. C., Gopalan, M., Carter, E. R., Emerson, K. T. U., Bottoms, B. L., & Walton, G. M. (2020). A customized belonging 
intervention improves retention of socially disadvantaged students at a broad-access university. Science Advances, 6(29), eaba4677. 
https://doi.org/doi:10.1126/sciadv.aba4677

https://doi.org/doi:10.1126/sciadv.aba4677


In search of belonging: 
Social Network Analysis

• McCabe (2016) used SNA to analyse friendship network groups and how 
they related to social and academic benefits

McCabe, J. (2016). Friends with Academic Benefits. Contexts, 15(3), 22-29. 
https://doi.org/10.1177/1536504216662237

https://doi.org/10.1177/1536504216662237


In search of belonging: Narratives

• Felten & Lambert (2020) : Interviews with 385 students, faculty and staff 
across more than 20 HE institutions in the US

• Key insights from qual analysis:
Relationships are critical for fostering students' sense of belonging
4 'interlocking relationship-building principles' for belonging (p.18): 
Every student must...
1. experience genuine welcome and deep care
2. be inspired to learn
3. develop a web of signif icant relationships
4. explore questions of meaning and purpose

Felten, P., & Lambert, L. M. (2020). Relationship-rich education: How human connections 
drive success in college. JHU Press.



Narrative Analytics @ Georgetown U.
Online survey integrated into a narrative analytics platform (SenseMaker)

https://thecynefin.co /sensemaker/

Respondents ‘code’ their stories themselves

https://thecynefin.co/sensemaker/


Narrative Analytics @ Georgetown U.
Online survey integrated into a narrative analytics platform



Narrative Analytics @ Georgetown U.
Online survey integrated into a narrative analytics platform



In search of belonging: 
UTS use of LA-informed personalised 
feedback messaging to build belonging
• Emerging evidence that feedback personalised to individual learning 

progress, together with interactive course design, can foster belonging

Lim, L.-A., Atif, A., & Farmer, I. (2022). ‘Made good connections’: Amplifying teacher presence and belonging at scale through learning design and 
personalised feedback. Proceedings ASCILITE 2022: 39th International Conference on Innovation, Practice and Research in the Use of 
Educational Technologies in Tertiary Education, Sydney, 4-7 Dec. 2022: e22055, pp.1-10. https://doi.org/10.14742/apubs.2022.55

https://doi.org/10.14742/apubs.2022.55


In search of belonging: 
Towards an LA “Belonging Quotient”?...

• If we had a robust theory of belonging, could aspects of it be modelled 
formally in an LA system, in order to calculate a “BQ”?

• Is this data-intensive quantification gone mad?

• Step 1: what do we understand to be the drivers of belonging?



Your ‘theory of belonging’ 
can be expressed by  
mapping the key drivers in 
your context

• What do you see as the drivers of 
belonging in your context?

• Which level are you aiming to 
target – Institutional, 
discipline/major or classroom?



Belonging driver diagram exercise

• Aim of this group activity: To identify drivers of belonging and the data 
that are proxies of these drivers

• Materials provided: Flipchart sheet, texters... and your collaborative 
brainpower :)



Example: RMIT driver diagram
https://sites.rmit.edu.au/belonginginthecurriculum/about /drivers /

This is an institutional 
strategy lens

Does not connect to 
how data could help 
track belonging

https://sites.rmit.edu.au/belonginginthecurriculum/about/drivers/


Belonging driver diagram exercise: 
Instructions (Part 1)

• Each group grab a flipchart sheet and partition it into 3 parts lengthwise 
by folding it



Belonging driver diagram exercise: 
Instructions (Part 2)

Consider the following:

What do you see as the key drivers for student belonging?

Make a list of 3-5 possible drivers horizontally on the top partition of your 
sheet.



Belonging driver diagram exercise: 
Instructions (Part 3)

Now consider the following:

What do see as possible analytics for exploring these drivers?

List these under each driver, in the middle partition of your sheet.



Belonging driver diagram exercise: 
Instructions (Part 4)

Finally, consider the following:

What might be some data sources for these analytics?

List these under each of the analytics identified, in the bottom partition of 
your sheet.



An example Driver Diagram with LA



An example Driver Diagram with LA



An example Driver Diagram with LA



Summarising theoretical models of 
belonging diagrammatically

• We are in the process of analysing the literature on the drivers of 
belonging (causal claims) rendered as a visual model 
(doctoral researcher Ram Ramanathan)

• This is in fact a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) which is one way to 
formalize educational theory for modelling in Learning Analytics 
(doctoral researcher Ben Hicks)

• Minimally, this is a form of “visual lit review” — but conceivably the first 
step towards a theoretically-grounded ‘Belonging Quotient’?

Ben Hicks, Kirsty Kitto, Leonie Payne, and Simon Buckingham Shum (2022). Thinking with causal models: A 
visual formalism for collaboratively crafting assumptions. Proc. 12th International Learning Analytics and 
Knowledge Conference (LAK22), March 21–25, 2022, Online, USA. ACM, New York, NY, USA, 10 pages. 
https://doi.org/10.1145/3506860.3506899

https://doi.org/10.1145/3506860.3506899


Summarising theoretical models of belonging 
diagrammatically – Directed Acyclic Graphs 
(DAGs): 2 perspectives



Summarising theoretical models of belonging 
diagrammatically – Directed Acyclic Graphs 
(DAGs): 2 perspectives



Next steps?

• Do you want to belong?...
...to a Belonging Analytics network?!
Add your contact details to

https://bit.ly/utsbelong

• What would you find most useful in such a 
network?

https://bit.ly/utsbelong


In closing…

Take a look at the card you 
picked at the start...

Would you still have picked 
this card, or is there another 
one that speaks to you more 

strongly now?

Thank You!
(PS: please leave the cards but you can snap photos of them!)
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